Two new robots with 7 kg payload capacity

Kawasaki will launch two new robots, RS007L on 1st October and RS007N on 1st December. These new models are general-purpose small-to-medium type robots with a payload capacity of 7 kg.

Kawasaki’s R series includes a wide variety of robots, with payload capacities ranging from 3 to 80 kg. In addition to the R series’ excellent features, the new models offer the industry’s fastest speed and longest work envelope in their class thanks to their improved arm construction and lighter arm design.

First anniversary of Kawasaki Robostage

Kawasaki’s robot showroom “Robostage” in Tokyo celebrated its first anniversary in August. Since its opening in 2016, more than 30,000 persons have visited and enjoyed Robostage.

In July this year, a new attraction “K-Roboride” was introduced. It is an exciting attraction that combines a Kawasaki robot with virtual reality (VR) technology. In about 2 months, more than 2,000 persons experienced the exciting 3D flights in the air. (Admission free. No reservation is needed)